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Greetings from the Mayor

Dear new fellow citizens,
Welcome to Waghäusel!
People from more than 80 different nations are currently living in
Waghäusel. I am very proud of this diversity in our population. It
shows that Waghäusel is a productive and desirable city in which one
can be at ease and at home. Characteristics of the district of Waghäusel include open-minded
citizens, good infrastructure for young and old, excellent transport links, attractive new residential
areas and many opportunities for recreational activities.
Of course, a new start in unfamiliar surroundings with an unfamiliar language and unknown
people is not easy. With the new guide, in which all important information for migrants is clearly
arranged, we would like to make it easier to cope with starting your new life in Waghäusel. Even
immigrants who have lived in Germany for some time will find valuable tips. This guide is intended
to serve as a constant companion and orientation guide.
I hope you enjoy reading it and, of course, a successful new start here in Waghäusel.

Yours

Walter Heiler
Lord Mayor
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Foreword: Department of People and Society

The “Guide for Immigrants in Waghäusel” is the collective work of a specially founded working group. At its first meeting, the common objective
was already clearly defined: There should be a guide written that contains
all the important information for immigrants to promote integration and
help give them a new start in Waghäusel.
A total of five volunteers were involved in drafting the guide, some of them
with a migration background and therefore know from personal experience what is needed in order
to gain a foothold quickly in a strange city. We also asked participants of an integration course what
information was important to them. All of these findings have been incorporated into the guide. Now
we hope that we have achieved our goal, and that the completed guide is a valuable companion for
you.
In the following pages you will find a variety of information - from the first steps in Waghäusel, the
subject of labour and employment, children, counselling and assistance, to everyday life and leisure.
Moreover, there is valuable information about Waghäusel and Germany, as well as important phone
numbers. In all sections, useful contacts are given where you can obtain further information. We have
also included tips and hints that will make your day to day life easier.
We are always very grateful for suggestions, requests, suggestions and hints. My special thanks to the
Guide Working Group for the marvellous cooperation in recent months: Dominik Bues, Katja Kath,
Edina Kirsch, Claudia Schmaus and Katja Zimmerer.

Yours

Katarina Baur
Department of People and Society - Elderly, Integration, Inclusion
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Valuable information about Waghäusel

Waghäusel is part of the district of Karlsruhe and is located in the Upper
Rhine Valley, about halfway between the cities of Karlsruhe and Mannheim, and is made up of the districts of Waghäusel, Wiesental and Kirrlach.
Inhabitants (as of 31.12.2014):
Kirrlach ......................................................9,658
Waghäusel ...............................................1,336
Wiesental ...............................................10,078
gesamt.....................................................21,072

Lord Mayor: Walter Heiler

Mayor: Thomas Deuschle

City Council:
The council consists of the lord mayor as honorary chairman and,
currently, 29 other members (councilors).

www.waghaeusel.de
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Getting Started in Waghäusel

You should remember:
What?

Where?

When?

Registration for the
electricity supply
(see page 10)

with an electricity supplier
of your choice

before moving to
Waghäusel or immediately thereafter

Registering children in
kindergarten and
school (see page 21-24)

directly in kindergarten
or at school

before moving to
Waghäusel or immediately thereafter

Registering in
Waghäusel (see page 8)

in the Citizens' Advice Bureau
(Bürgerbüro) and at the immigration office (Ausländerbehörde)

within the first week
after moving

GEZ-registration
(television license)

with the Gebühreneinzugszentrale

immediately
after moving

Notification of
change of address

at your bank, your
insurance company, etc.

immediately
after moving

Re-registering a
motor vehicle

vehicle registration and
driver's license office
(KFZ-Zulassungs- und
Führerscheinstelle)

immediately
after moving

Applying for a
vehicle registration and
domestic driving license driver's license office
(KFZ-Zulassungs- und
Führerscheinstelle)

within the first six
months after moving
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Getting Started in Waghäusel

Registering in Waghäusel
Those who move to Germany, or move within Germany, must register in person within one
week at the municipal or local authority.
In Waghäusel the application is made in the Citizens' Advice Bureau (Bürgerbüro).
Bürgerbüro der Stadt Waghäusel
Gymnasiumstr. 1, 68753 Waghäusel
Tel.: 07254-207 1100
Fax: 07254-207 1200
E-Mail: buergerbuero@waghaeusel.de

!

To register you must bring your identity card or passport.
In the Bürgerbüro you will receive a confirmation of registration.

Foreign nationals who are not EU citizens, need to notify the immigration office (Ausländerbehörde) when moving within Germany.
Ausländerbehörde der Stadt Waghäusel
Olga Matykov
Neubau, EG, Zimmer 2.112
Gymnasiumstr. 1, 68753 Waghäusel
Tel.: 07254-207 2112
Fax: 07254-207 2128
E-Mail: olga.matykov@waghaeusel.de

!
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Please bring your passport and the certificate of registration
from the Citizens' Advice Bureau (Bürgerbüro).

Getting Started in Waghäusel

Contact regarding integration
In all matters relating to integration in Waghäusel, Ms. Katarina Baur is at your disposal.

Sachgebiet Mensch und Gesellschaft der Stadt Waghäusel
Katarina Baur
Neubau, 1. OG, Zimmer 2.205
Gymnasiumstr. 1, 68753 Waghäusel
Tel.: 07254-207 2215
Fax: 07254-207 2230
E-Mail: katarina.baur@waghaeusel.de
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Getting Started in Waghäusel

Living
Housing and real estate offers are available in the City of Waghäusel bulletin, various daily
newspapers, free advertising papers and online.
Those who opt for a rental apartment, must pay a monthly rent which consists of various
components:

•
•

Monthly rent:

fixed amount for the use of the premises

Charges:

variable amount for water, heating and property management. Usually
a monthly amount is paid to the landlord. Once a year a final bill is made
based on actual consumption.

A deposit is usually agreed within the lease agreement that the tenant pays to the landlord.
Rental deposits may be up to three months' rent. The landlord must put the deposit in an interest-bearing investment. If, at the termination of the lease, there is neither damage to the
apartement nor pending bills to the landlord, the landlord must repay the deposit, including
the interest, to the tenant.
You must register with an electricity supplier in order to get an electricity supply. It is particularly recommended to compare different providers.
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Getting Started in Waghäusel

People with a low income are entitled to housing allowance. This will be paid in the form of
a rental subsidy or benefit and is used to provide financial support. Those who receive other
benefits which include the cost of accommodation are excluded from the housing benefit.

Wohngeldstelle der Stadt Waghäusel
Timo Bayer
Neubau, EG, Zimmer 2.111
Gymnasiumstr. 1, 68753 Waghäusel
Tel.: 07254-207 2111
Fax: 07254-207 2128
E-Mail: timo.bayer@waghaeusel.de
For information about public housing with relatively low rent,
please contact the property department (Liegenschaftsamt).

Liegenschaftsamt der Stadt Waghäusel
Sandra Kuch
Altbau, 1. OG, Zimmer 1.212
Gymnasiumstr. 1, 68753 Waghäusel
Tel.: 07254-207 1222
Fax: 07254-207 1232
E-Mail: sandra.kuch@waghaeusel.de

In Baden-Württemberg
,
just under 53% of the
population own their ow
n
homes. erefore, roug
hly
47% of Baden-Württemb
erg
live in rented accommodation. So it's not obvio
us
to own a house.
(Source: Statistical Office
of
Baden-Württemberg)
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Getting Started in Waghäusel

Waste
The waste management company of the district of Karlsruhe is responsible for household
waste management in Waghäusel. Information
can be found at:

www.awb-landkreis-karlsruhe.de
Garbage has to be separated as follows:
Recyclables
Residual waste
Recycled glass
Waste paper
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(green bin)
(grey bin)
(recycled glass containers)
(collection by the council)

Labour and Employment

Taking up employment
EU citizens and people from Switzerland, Norway, Liechtenstein and Iceland have unrestricted access to the German labour market. For persons from third countries, employment
is only allowed if this is expressly stated in the residence permit (temporary or permanent
residence permit).
For academics, there is the EU Blue Card. This requires a university degree or an equivalent
qualification and a minimum annual salary.
Further information is available online at www.bmas.de or at the Employment Agency
(Agentur für Arbeit).

Agentur für Arbeit
Philippsburger Str. 1
68753 Waghäusel
Tel.: 0800-455 55 00
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Labour and Employment

Recognition of Foreign Qualifications
The Recognition Act ensures the equivalence of a foreign qualification with a German professional qualification for every nationality. The competent body is dependent on occupation
and the place of residence and work. For some professions recognition is mandatory (for
example in the medical, social and educational fields), although not for many other professions.
More information can be found online
www.anerkennung-in-deutschland.de or
the Federal Office for Migration and Refugees
(Bundesamt für Migration und Flüchtlinge) under Tel.: 030-1815 111

Job search and employment agencies
The Employment Agency advises and assists in finding a job. This is a free service.
Other ways of looking for work:
• Newspapers or Waghäusel gazette
• Online job portals (eg www.monster.de or www.stepstone.de)
• Company websites
• Direct contact with companies
• Vacancy announcments

You can get further assistance from the Employment Agency (Agentur für Arbeit).
Agentur für Arbeit
Philippsburger Str. 1
68753 Waghäusel
Tel.: 0800-455 55 00
www.jobboerse.arbeitsagentur.de
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Labour and Employment

Income (wages/salaries), taxes, social security
The employer deducts income tax and social security contributions from your gross income
and forwards them to the appropriate agencies. The remaining amount (net income) will be
transferred to your account.
In certain cases, citizens are obliged to submit an income tax return. Even if you are not required to file a tax return it may be worthwhile to do so. For more information, visit the Tax
Office (Finanzamt) online:
www.fa-baden-wuerttemberg.de
or a Tax Assistance Society (Lohnsteuerhilfeverein) in your area.
Lohnsteuerhilfeverein Baden e.V.
Anke Kern
Gartenstr. 89, 68753 Waghäusel
Tel.: 07254-7799155
Fax: 07254-7799156
E-Mail: anke.kern@lohnsteuerhilfe-baden.de
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Labour and Employment

§

Employment Law

General Information:
• Working time: about 40 hours a week for full-time employment, generally spread over
5 days (exceptions are possible, such as in the catering trade)
• Maximum working week: 48 hours on average
• Statutory minimum leave entitlement: 20 working days per year for a 5-day week
(adolescents: higher claim, depending on age)

If you get sick, you should note the following tips:
• Immediately notify your employer
• A medical certificate necessary from the fourth day of illness (employment contract may
include different arrangements)
• The employer pays up to 6 weeks full income, then the health insurance company pays
70% of gross income (up to a certain maximum) up to an additional one and a half years
(private health insurance companies have their own rules)

Information about protection against dismissal:
(Does not apply to small businesses with up to 10 employees!)
• Termination by the employer after six months of employment can only be
for specific reasons
• Legal or collectively agreed notice periods must be respected
• Special protection for certain people, for example, during pregnancy and the
severely disabled

After having been employed you are entitled to a reference. This is important for other job
applications.
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Labour and Employment

Starting a business/self-employment
It is only possible to start your own business if it is allowed your residence permit. In certain
circumstances there may be financial support from the government.

Agentur für Arbeit
Philippsburger Str. 1
68753 Waghäusel
Tel.: 0800-455 55 00
www.existenzgruender.de

Vocational Training
For vocational training, there are various options:
•
•
•
•

Courses at adult education centers (Volkshochschulen)
Self-study via the Internet or with books, for example through distance learning courses
In-house training
Private training institutes (rather expensive!)

Often employers offer their employees grants or special leave for professional development.
The Employment Agency can support and advise you on this issue.
Further information is available online at
www.kursnet.arbeitsagentur.de
www.vhs-karlsruhe-land.de
www.vhs-bruchsal.de
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Children

Government Support
Parental allowance (Elterngeld)
Parents receive parental allowance after the birth
of their child if they
• are domiciled in Germany
• take care of the child themselves
• live with the child in the same household
• during parental leave or they work no longer than 30 hours a week
• are studying or in vocational training
For non-EU foreigners other regulations may apply. The parental allowance is paid for a maximum of 14 months.

Care allowance (Betreuungsgeld)
The care allowance is paid to parents who care for their child at home.
The child may not attend a child care facility. Even foreigners may have the right to the care
allowance.
For more information and application forms for parental and care allowance can be obtained from the L-Bank.
L-Bank
Schlossplatz 10, 76113 Karlsruhe
Tel.: 0800-664 5471, Fax: 0721 150-3191
E-Mail: familienfoerderung@l-bank.de
www.l-bank.de
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Children

Child support (Kindergeld)
Immigrants permanently living in Germany may claim for
child support. Child support is normally paid until the child
is 18 years old, in some cases even longer (e.g. if the child
still attends vocational training or an educational institute).

Child allowance (Kinderzuschlag)
The child allowance is a supplement to child support for families who cannot pay for their
own upkeep from their income.
For information and application forms for child support and child allowance, refer to the
civil office (Bürgerbüro) of the city Waghäusel.

Bürgerbüro der Stadt Waghäusel
Gymnasiumstr. 1, 68753 Waghäusel
Tel.: 07254-207 1100
Fax: 07254-207 1200
E-Mail: buergerbuero@waghaeusel.de

The application form is also available online under
www.arbeitsagentur.de/web/content/DE/Formulare/index.html
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Children

The education and participation package
The education and participation package from the government
helps children from low-income families to get better
education and future opportunities.
Families receiving the the following benefits are
entitled to the educational package:
• Unemployment benefit II or social assistance according to SGB II
• Social assistance according to SGB XII and § 2 AsylbLG
• Housing benefit and/or
• Child allowance.
You can apply for grants for:
• Lunch in nursery, kindergarden and school
• Membership fees for cultural, sporting and leisure associations and activities
• Contributions for day care and school trips
• Learning support
• School supplies
• Additional help for school children.
If you have questions please contact the Department of People and Society (Sachgebiet
Mensch und Gesellschaft).
Sachgebiet Mensch und Gesellschaft der Stadt Waghäusel
Daniel Knörzer
Neubau, 1. OG, Zimmer 2.206
Gymnasiumstr. 1, 68753 Waghäusel
Tel.: 07254-207 2206
Fax: 07254-207 2230
E-Mail: daniel.knoerzer@waghaeusel.de
Any official documentation from the council services must be kept.
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Children

Nursery & Kindergarten
There is a large choice of care services for children in Waghäusel.
The daycare facilities such as nurseries (for children aged 1-3 years) and kindergartens (for
children aged 3-6 years) complement the care and upbringing in the family. In Germany,
every child from the age of one until the age of three has a legal entitlement to early childhood education in a daycare centre. From the age of three until they start school they are
legally entitled to a visit to a kindergarten.
Visiting a child care facility will result in monthly costs. In certain cases, these costs may be
in part or entirely borne by the government.
In all Waghäusel districts there are nurseries and kindergartens.

Wiesental
Kindergarten Regenbogenland
Kindergarten Don Bosco
Kindergarten St. Franziskus

Tel.: 07254-75650
Tel.: 07254-8789
Tel.: 07254-8350

Kirrlach
Kindergarten Arche Noah
Kindergarten St. Bernhard
Kindergarten St. Josef
Kinderkrippe Nesthäkchen

Tel.:
Tel.:
Tel.:
Tel.:

Waghäusel
Kindergarten Spatzennest
Kinderkrippe Storchennest

Tel.: 07254-7799801
Tel.: 07254-7799800

07254-75420
07254-71938
07254-74328
07254-4043395
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Children

Playgroups offer care on individual weekdays, but also offer a meeting place for parents
with children up to 3 years old:
Zwergenstube
Playgroup Kirrlach
Playgroup Wiesental

07254-60106 oder 0162-2511206
07254-73957
07254-203071

It is also possible to have care through a childminder. This service is carried out by the
childcare association in Bruchsal.
Tageselternverein Bruchsal
Katharina Fritz
Tunnelstr. 27, 76646 Bruchsal
Tel.: 07251-981987804
Fax: 07251-9819879
E-Mail: k.fritz@tev-bruchsal.de
TigeR-Paws (TigeR-Pfötchen) offer day care for children aged 0 to 10.
TigeR-Pfötchen Wiesental
Anna Weinberger
Behringstr. 21, 68753 Waghäusel
Tel.: 0157-32064676
E-Mail: tiger-pfoetchen@web.de
All relevant information can be found in the brochure "childcare" (“Kinderbetreuung”). This
is available for free at the City Hall or as a PDF document under
www.waghaeusel.de/aktionen/kinderbetreuung.pdf.
Registration should be done at the respective care facilities.
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Children

Schule
In Germany, education is compulsory. All children from the age of 6 must attend school.
School attendance is free. The education starts with a four-year elementary education, and
then the child will change to a secondary school. Schools are: community school (Gemeinschaftsschule), vocational school (Werkrealschule), secondary school (Realschule) and
grammar school (Gymnasium).
Registration is always at the school itself.
In Waghäusel there are elementary schools (Grundschulen) in all districts.
Kirrlach
Goetheschule
Schillerschule

07254-4620
07254-950100

Wiesental
Bolandenschule

07254-1481

Waghäusel
Wilhelm-Busch-Grundschule

07254-3530

Schools (from grade 5)
Johann-Peter-Hebel Realschule Waghäusel
Gemeinschaftsschule Waghäusel

07254-776280
07254-1481

The nearest grammar schools (Gymnasien) are in Philippsburg
(about 5 km away) and Bruchsal (about 15 km away).
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Children

Further information is available at the Department of People and Society.
Sachgebiet Mensch und Gesellschaft der Stadt Waghäusel
Tobias Mahl
Neubau, 1. OG, Zimmer 2.205
Gymnasiumstr. 1, 68753 Waghäusel
Tel.: 07254-207 2205
Fax: 07254-207 2230
E-Mail: tobias.mahl@waghaeusel.de
Information on child care for elementary school children, see the brochure "Childcare"
(“Kinderbetreuung”), or at the Department of People and Society.
Sachgebiet Mensch und Gesellschaft der Stadt Waghäusel
Karin Sälzler
Neubau, 1. OG, Zimmer 2.207
Gymnasiumstr. 1, 68753 Waghäusel
Tel.: 07254-207 2207
Fax: 07254-207 2230
E-Mail: karin.saelzler@waghaeusel.de

For schoolchildren the Waghäusel holiday program takes place every year during the summer holidays. More information can be found at the Department of People and Society.
Sachgebiet Mensch und Gesellschaft der Stadt Waghäusel
Daniel Knörzer
Neubau, 1. OG, Zimmer 2.206
Gymnasiumstr. 1, 68753 Waghäusel
Tel.: 07254-207 2206
Fax: 07254-207 2230
E-Mail: daniel.knoerzer@waghaeusel.de
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Children

Education/apprenticeship
A completed apprenticeship
after school is important for a future career. An apprenticeship lasts 2-3 years and is often
applied as a dual system where practical phases alternate with theoretical learning phases
at a school.
If you want to start an apprenticeship, you must find a company offering an apprenticeship
yourself. An apprenticeship contract between the company and apprentice is then signed.
A registration at a vocational school is the equivalent of an apprenticeship at a company.
In September of each year, an apprenticeship exchange is held in the Waghäusel town hall,
where companies from Waghäusel and the region present themselves. Anyone interested
in an apprenticeship can find a lot of information there and make contacts.

Study
It is necessary to study the university entrance exams (Abitur) or the technical college
exams. Tuition fees may apply. Financial assistance may be possible for the recognition of
the gifted, scholarships or BaföG..

Recognition of diplomas
The recognition of qualifications acquired abroad is decided by the certificate recognition
offices of the federal states. For the recognition of qualifications for the purpose of admission to higher education, the universities themselves are generally responsible. For information and advice, please contact the Youth Immigration Service
(Jugendmigrationsdienst) or in the immigration advice for adult immigrants (contact addresses are to be found on page 26 and 27)..
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Advice and assistance

Learn German:
Integration courses with childcare by
the Vinzentiusverein e.V.
Wiesental, Beate Schuhmacher and
Katja Zimmerer,
Tel.: 07254-203071 or
07254-4290

D eut

schk u

rs

People with disabilities:
Lebenshilfe für Menschen mit Behinderung Bezirk Bruchsal-Bretten e.V.,
Netzwerkbüro der Offenen Hilfen im
Franziskushaus Wiesental,
Brigitte Zapf,
Tel.: 07254-7763372 or
07251-715196
Psychological Counselling Centre
for parents, children and young
people (educational counseling):
Franziskushaus Wiesental,
Maria Aulbach-Schödel ,
Tel.: 07254-5392
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Treatment of Addiction:
the bwlv department for addiction
Lisa Haentsch
Tel.: 07254-953385 or
07251-9323840
Self-help group for abstinence:
for addicts and their relatives,
Franziskushaus Wiesental, immer
every Thursday at 19:15 every
odd week

Probation & Court Help:
NEUSTART gGmbH
Schlossraum 21b, Bruchsal
Tel.: 07251-369673-10

Financial problems:
Debt counseling from the Caritas
Franziskushaus Wiesental,
Claudia Jacobs
Tel.: 07254-7763370 or
07251-800827

Advice and assistance

Domestic violence:
counselling center, counselling and
support for women, men and young
people who are victims of domestic
violence,
Franziskushaus Wiesental,
Joyce Saint-Denis,
Tel.: 07251-7130323

Youth Migration Service:
Caritas (for young people from
immigrant backgrounds aged 12-27)
Volker Wannersdorfer,
Tel.: 07251-505982

Helpline:
Drop-in center for care and need from
the Vinzentiusvereins e.V. Wiesental,
Beate Schuhmacher,
Tel.: 07254-203071

Hospice:
Ecumenical Hospice Service Bruchsal,
Tel.: 07251-800858
Outpatient hospice group Bruchsal and
surroundings,
Tel.: 07251-3204010

Baby & Co.:
Collection and distribution of supplies
for babies and toddlers,
Kath. Pfarrzentrum Wiesental,
Schanzenstr. 1c,
every Thursday 8:30 - 10:30 and
every first Thursday of the month
17:00 - 18:00,
Tel.: 07254-203071
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Everyday life

Mobility
The city Waghäusel is connected to the public transport system (ÖPNV) and a member of
the Karlsruher Verkehrsverbund (KVV). There are good connections within the city and
to cities and towns in the area.
Information about timetable and tickets are available:
• online at www.kvv.de
• at the station in Waghäusel or
• at the city council of Waghäusel.

!

Important: There are reduced prices for students, people with disabilities and
senior citizens. Anyone travelling without a ticket is liable to prosecution and
must expect a fine!

In addition to the public transport system there is the call-a-ride service (Anruf-Sammel-Taxi). The AST coverage area includes all districts
of Philippsburg and Waghäusel and Oberhausen-Rheinhausen.
A single ticket costs currently 3,- €. Children under 3 years may ride for free. Travel requests
will only be accepted latest 30 minutes before the regular departure time by calling
Tel.: 07254-75011.
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Everyday life

Bank account
Anyone who lives in Germany requires a bank account.
You can choose which bank or building society you would
like to create an account with. A comparison of the various
financial institutions is recommended since the offers,
services and conditions vary greatly.
With the bank card you can print out bank statements, check your balance and withdraw
cash at ATMs. Depending on the type of card, you can use your card as a debit card or
electronic cash (Payment with a PIN number).

Insurance
In Germany there is a statutory insurance system which protects against risks and their
consequences: The social security.
Social insurance is compulsory for all citizens.
It includes the following areas:
•
•
•
•
•

Health insurance
Pension
Long-term care
Accident insurance
Unemployment.

Further information is available online at
www.bmas.bund.de oder www.deutsche-sozialversicherung.de
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Everyday life

In addition to the statutory insurance there are numerous other private insurances, such as
occupational disability insurance, car insurance or home insurance.
The automobile liability insurance is mandatory if you own a car or motorcycle. All other insurances are voluntary, but can be very useful.
The private liability insurance is particularly recommended. Anyone who injures a third
party is obliged to pay compensation (for personal, property and financial damage). For legitimate claims for damages by third parties, the private liability insurance comes in and
protects the insured against financial obligations.
Important information is available online at
www.bafin.de oder www.verbraucherzentrale.de

Health insurance
In Germany, health insurance is required for every citizen.
A distinction is made between the statutory and private
health insurance. You are free to choose one from the
many different insurance companies. Private health
insurance is only possible above a certain income level.
Advice can be found with the respective health insurance companies. It is important to be
informed about various services and possible additional contributions.
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Everyday life

Age and Care
All the important information about getting older in Waghäusel
can be found in the brochure: "My guide - Information for
senior citizens in Waghäusel". This brochure is available free
of charge at the town hall or as a PDF document under
www.waghaeusel.de/st_soziales_76.php3

Help with illness
In case of illness you should always first consult a doctor
(general practitioner). This provides the initial care and,
when necessary, will transfer you to a specialist. Doctors in
your area can be found in the phone book, the
Yellow Pages (Gelbe Seiten) or online.

Prevention and vaccinations
Early detection and screening tests help to detect and
begin treatment of diseases at an early stage. Many tests
are paid for by health insurance. For children, a total of
eleven free medical screening tests are provided in Germany.
The aim of these tests is the early detection of diseases,
developmental disorders and disabilities. Therapies or
support can then be started in time.
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Everyday life

An important measure to prevent disease is vaccination. In Germany all vaccinations are
voluntary. Certain vaccinations are strongly recommended and paid for by the health insurance companies.
It is important to know that every woman with statutory health insurance is entitled to
midwife care during pregnancy and after the birth. Please consult your doctor for further
advice.

Drug and substance abuse consulting
Addiction is a serious disease. Patients and their families need consulting and professional
help. You can get assistance from your doctor or the department for addiction.
Baden-Württemberg State Association for Prevention and Rehabilitation gGmbH (bwlv)

bwlv Department for Addiction
Consultation - Treatment - Prevention
Lisa Haentsch
Hildastraße 1, 76646 Bruchsal
Tel.: 07254-953385 oder 07251-9323840
E-Mail: fs-bruchsal@bw-lv.de
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Leisure

In the major district town Waghäusel there are many ways to get to know new people, to
make friends, to have fun with other people and to explore languages and customs.

Do you feel like a ball game,

dancing, music or chess?
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Leisure

Information on clubs and groups in Waghäusel is available online under www.waghaeusel.de/st_sport_43.php3 or at the Department of People and Society.
Sachgebiet Mensch und Gesellschaft der Stadt Waghäusel
Tobias Mahl
Neubau, OG, Zimmer 2.205
Gymnasiumstr. 1, 68753 Waghäusel
Tel.: 07254-207 2205
Fax: 07254-207 2230
E-Mail: tobias.mahl@waghaeusel.de

There is also a brochure which describes the Waghäusel clubs and groups. In many clubs
you can become a member with a small membership fee. For children there is the possibility to pay these membership fees with the help of training vouchers.

Are you still unsure and just want to try something once?
For example, how about swimming, jogging or walking?

Rheintalbad Waghäusel
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Jogging path (Trimm-Dich-Pfad)

Leisure

Or a visit to a Museum?

Heimatstube
Wiesental

Taglöhnerhaus
Kirrlach

Museum in the
Old Town Hall Wiesental

One club in particular is the DIF Integration Association. There, people of different nations
meet, with and without an immigrant background, in order to promote understanding of
different cultures.
Dialog Integration Freundschaft e.V.
Ebru Baz-Karasu
Kolpingstr. 86, 68753 Waghäusel
Tel.: 07254-93260
E-Mail: info@dif-waghaeusel.de
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City Library Waghäusel
In the public library, books, audio books, DVDs, CDs, magazines and board games
can be borrowed. Various media are also available in English, French or other languages. There are also books and learning materials to help in learning the German
language.
You can also get access to the Internet in the public library.
Stadtbibliothek Waghäusel
Gymnasiumstr. 1, 68753 Waghäusel
Tel.: 07254-207 1116
Fax: 07254-207 2230
E-Mail: stadtbibliothek@waghaeusel.de

Opening times
10.00 - 15.00
Tue
15.00 - 19.00
Wed
15.00 - 19.00
u
10.00 - 15.00
Fri
10.00 - 12.00
Sat
lidays,
During the summer ho
on
the city library is closed
Saturdays.
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Further information can be found online at
www.waghaeusel.de/stadtbibliothek.php3

Leisure

Churches, mosques and temples
•

(Catholic) Kath. Pfarrkirche St. Cornelius und Cyprian, Unterdorfstr. 20 (Kirrlach district)

• (Catholic) Kath. Marienwallfahrtskirche, Bischof-von-Rammung-Str. 2 (Waghäusel district)
• (Protestant) Ev. Erlöserkirche, Am Rosenhag 9 (Wiesental district)
• (Catholic) Kath. Pfarrkirche St. Jodokus, Mannheimer Str. 3 (Wiesental district)
• (Protestant) Ev. Friedenskirche, Bonhoefferstr. 2 (Waghäusel district)
• (Jehovah's Witnesses) Jehovas Zeugen Königreichsaal, Caldicotstr. 12 (Wiesental district)
• (Muslim) Moschee Fatih Camii, Mannheimer Str. 79 (Wiesental district)
• (Buddhist) Buddhistisches Kloster Wat Sibounheuang, Benzstr. 5-11, 68804 Altlußheim
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Valuable information about Germany

Federal state, democracy, constitutional state, the welfare state
The German state is organized according to four structural principles. It is a federal state, a
democracy, a constitutional state and a welfare state.
Federal State
Germany consists of 16 federal states, which are combined into a single State. Each state is
autonomous in many areas and also has its own government. Germany has a federal state
but also has a joint government: The federal government.
http://www.bpb.de/nachschlagen/lexika/pocket-politik/16355/bundesstaat
Democracy
Currently, Germany is a functioning democracy. This is a political system in which power is
exercised by the general public. The people who live in Germany have a co-determining
function and the government is voted in through elections by the people.
http://www.bpb.de/themen/PN59SN
Constitutional state
In Germany, the government and administration can only act within the framework of
existing laws. State arbitrariness is excluded [Art. 20 (3) GG].
An essential feature of the constitutional state is the separation of powers and the independence of the courts. The State power is divided between the legislature (legislative
branch), the executive power (executive branch) and the judiciary (judicial branch).
The State and all citizens must obey the laws.
http://www.bpb.de/nachschlagen/lexika/18112/rechtsstaat
Welfare state
The State has a duty to care for all it's citizens. Social justice and solidarity is promoted with
various laws.
http://www.bpb.de/wissen/4UCJCA
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Valuable information about Germany

Fundamental Rights
All people have certain rights and obligations in a democracy. These rights and obligations
can be found in the laws. The Basic Law is the basis for all laws in Germany.
Fundamental rights are at the forefront in the Basic Law, in Articles 1-19. The fundamental
rights are human rights and civil rights. They may not be changed.
The most important fundamental right is in Article 1:
(1)
(2)

Human dignity is inviolable. It is the duty of all state authorities to respect
and protect it.
The German people acknowledge (...) human rights as the basis of every
community and of peace and justice in the world.

http://www.bundestag.de/grundgesetz
http://www.gesetze-im-internet.de/bundesrecht/gg/gesamt.pdf

Elections
The elections in Germany are:

•
•
•
•
•

General: All voters may vote.
Direct: The deputies and parties are directly elected.
Free: The voters may decide for themselves
whether to vote and who to vote for.
Equal: All voters have the same number of votes.
Secret: The ballot is completed in voting booths.
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Valuable information about Germany

General election
All German nationals over 18 years of age may vote if they have had German nationality
for at least one year. The parliament (Bundestag) is elected every 4 years
Regional elections
In Baden-Württemberg, German nationals over 18 years of age may vote.
The regional parliament is elected every 5 years.
Local elections
In Baden-Württemberg, German and EU nationals (with residence in the municipality f
or at least 3 months) over 16 years of age may vote. The election of the local and
county council take place every 5 years.
The Lord Mayor of Waghäusel is usually elected every 8 years.
http://www.bpb.de/politik/wahlen/bundestagswahlen
http://www.bundestagswahl-bw.de/

Religion
There are a large variety of religions and denominations in Germany. Therefore there is tolerance and religious freedom. This means that everyone is free to decide for themselves
for one religion or none.
http://www.bpb.de/nachschlagen/zahlen-und-fakten/soziale-situation-in-...
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Valuable information about Germany

What is forbidden in Germany?
•
•
•

Residing without valid documentation
Driving without a valid driver's license
Smoking in public places

(Restaurants, offices, schools ...)

•

Alcohol under 18 years of age

(beer, wine and champagne are allowed from 16 years of age)

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

sale and consumption of tobacco products for people under 18 years of age
Urinating in public

Illegal downloads from the Internet
Illegal waste disposal
Euthanasia

Sales and trading of narcotics / drugs
Polygamy

Surrogacy

Homeschooling: children are not allowed to be taught at home
Voluntary sexual acts for/against minors under 14 years of age
Travelling on buses and trains without a valid ticket

Violence against other persons (including domestic violence!)
Employment of children under 13 years of age
...
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Important phone numbers

Police

Fire

Ambulance

110

112

112

&

Police Station - Bruhrain

Schönbornstr. 7, 68753 Waghäusel

Police Station - Philippsburg
Lessingstr. 10, 76661 Philippsburg

Rescue coordination centre/
patient transport service
Poison centre

Doctor: Emergency Service Kirrlach
Rheinstr. 28, 68753 Waghäusel

Doctor: Emergency Service Bruchsal
Zollhallenstr. 6, 76646 Bruchsal

Fürst-Stirum-Klinik Bruchsal
Gutleutstr. 1-14, 76646 Bruchsal

Kreiskrankenhaus Schwetzingen (regional hospital)

9 85 59 70
07256 / 9 32 90
192 22
0761 / 192 40
116 117
116 117

07251 / 70 80

Bodelschwinghstr. 10, 68723 Schwetzingen

06202 / 84 30

Universitätsklinikum Heidelberg
(university hospital) Paediatrics

06221 / 56 40 02

Im Neuenheimer Feld 430, 69120 Heidelberg

Diakonissen-Stiftungskrankenhaus Speyer
(parish hospital) Paediatrics
Hilgardstr. 26, 67346 Speyer

06232 / 220

